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Prediction of a high-pressure phase transition in AlrO.
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Ansrn-lcr

A phase transition is predicted at high pressure (90 GPa) from the corundum structure
to the RhrOr(II) structure using first-principles calculations with the linearized, augmented
plane-wave (LAPW) method. These results show that free AlrO, in the deep lower mantle
is unlikely to be in the form of corundum, although AlrO, is probably not sufficiently
abundant to give an observable signal in seismological data at the depth of a phase tran-
sition. The transition should also affect the fluorescence of Cr3*-doped corundum (ruby),
used as a pressure calibrant in diamond-anvil experiments, and should affect shock ex-
periments using AlrO. as a window material

INrnooucrrox any direct evidence of a phase transition (Ahrens, 1980),

corundum appears to be stable over a wide pressur. |Yt:oTt,have 
noted an increase in the optical opacity of

range, from 0 to over 175 GPa (Jephcoat .t at.- 6t8t 1l'-9'i: 
both the low and high pressure ranges (urtiew'

and has many experimental applications. It it m"o 
"r1 

197.4;Yoo etal'' 1992)' and Yoo etal' (1992) observed

pressure calibrant in static high-pressure aiu-r"O-ut*U an-increase in the thermal emission at pressures of 200

experiments by fluorescence of cr3*-dop"o 
"o-"4"-, 

oi GPa' which suggests a phase transition'

ruby (Bell et al., 1984; Mao et al., 1986; x" ., ui., isdq .. 
with an increase in the number of high-temperature

and as a window material in dynamic ttigh-pr"rrur" JoJ- diamond-anvil experiments' it becomes crucial to know

wave experiments (Nellis and yoo, rsso; voo ;i ai., whethercorundumtransformsathighpressuresandtem-

1992). However, ionic models for corundum r"gg.* ,rtu, peratures because a different phase would most likely shift

the mineral undergoes a phase change ut -ooe.aGio trlgtr the fluorescence bands at a given pressure' Thus the pres-

pressures. Energy calculations with the potentiai induflJ sures,obtained by ruby fluorescence after heating may

breathing model (PIB) predicted a transition to th" Rh;orin) actually be fluorescence of the new phase and not of rubv'

(pbna) structure (Shannon and prewitt, 1970) ;i; ;i;;: the lllw 
calculations make no approximations oth-

sure of 6 or 62 GPa, depending on whether ttr" itro,,'ur- er than the local density approximation (LDA)' which has

Fermi (TF) or Kohn-Sham (KS) form of th. ki;;;;;;- bee.n shorvn to be very accurate for other ionic oxides

ergy funcrional is used, respectively (cynn er 
"L 

itrO). llc-h T-Meo 
(Mehl et al'' 1986' 1988)' sio'z (cohen'

More recenrly, variationally induced ur"uttri"e iv#j 
l99l' 1992)' and MgSio' (Stixrude and cohen' 1993)'

model calculations predicted the same transiti;u, 16-9 we thus have confidence in the accuracy of the predic-

GPa (M.S.T. Bukowinski, lg94 personal communica- tions presented here'

tion). The PIB model also shows an elastic instability in
corundum at high pressures (Cohen, 1987). The present Carrur,c'rroNs

calculations using the LAPW method (Wei and Krakauer, In the present study, the LAPW * LO method was
1985; Singh, 1991) make no assumptions about ionicity, used (Singh, l99l), which uses extra localized orbitals in
bonding, or form ofthe charge density and thus should addition to the usual LAPW basis functions to provide
be much more accurate and reliable than the simple ionic extra variational freedom in the muffin-tin spheres. This
models. allows us to use a single energy window to treat both

In spite of many high-pressure expenments ustng co- semicore and valence states accurately.
rundum, there have been no definitive observations of Calculations were done for corundum, with a set of six
phase transitions. The failure to observe a high-pressure volumes between 29 and 48 A3 pfu. Corundum is rhom-
AlrO, polymorph in static room-temperature experi- bohedral, with space group R3c and ten atoms per prim-
ments may simply be due to metastable persistence of the itive cell. Five volumes between 3l and 44 A3 pfu were
corundum structure and sluggishness of the transforma- used for RhrO3GI), which is orthorhombic (space group
tionatlowtemperatures.However,dynamicexperiments Pbna), with 20 atoms per primitive cell. Structural pa-
that do reach high temperatures have also failed to show rameters and atomic positions were taken from the PIB
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Trele 1, LAPW experimental parameters
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Tlau 3. Equation of state parameters for RhrO"(ll) (Pbna)

k
Mesh points RK-*

Rrt

Basis/atom (Bohr)
PrB (KS)'

Corundum
2 7.0

10  7 .5

Rh,o3(ll)
1 7.0
I  7.5

Fit order
% (4")
Ko (GPa)
K'O
Kf (GPa 1)

e

40.56
359

4.01

3 4 3 4
40.80 40.78 40.84 40.84

262 260 261 262
4.03 4.48 3.97 3.88

-0.036 -0.011

LAPWl
LAPW2

LAPWl
LAPW2

2 x 2 x 2
4 x 4 x 4

-98
- 1 1 8

-93
- 1 1 3

calculations of Cynn et al. (1990). For corundum, these
parameters were then corrected to match the experimen-
tal data of d'Amour et al. (1978) and Finger and Hazen
(1978) by constant shifts. In the case of Rh,O.flI), no
corrections were made since no experimental data are
available. Any inaccuracy in the RhrO3GI) parameters
leads to an overestimation of its free energy, and thus an
overestimation of the transition pressure.

To test for convergence, two sets of calculations were
performed for each structure (Table l). In the first set
(LAPWI), a special k-point set ofa 2 x 2 x 2 mesh was
used in conjunction with a plane-wave cutoffof RK-"- :
7.0. This gave two k points for corundum and one k point
for RhrOr(II) in the Brillouin zone, with approximately
98 and 93 basis functions per atom for each, respectively.
In the second set (LAPW2), a 4 x 4 x 4 mesh and RK-*
: 7.5 generated ten k points and approximately I l8 basis
functions per atom for corundum and eight k points and
approximately I 13 basis functions per atom for RhrOr(If.
Experience has shown that such tests are entirely suffi-
cient to demonstrate convergence. The comparison in-
dicates that energy differences in the LAPW2 results are
fully converged, and the figures show only the fully con-
verged results. The muffin-tin radii R* were 1.55 Bohr
for both Al and O. For Al. ls and 2s and. for O. ls were
treated as core states.

Rnsrnrs AND DrscussroN

The results of each set of calculations were fitted to
third- and fourth-order Birch-Murnaghan equations of
state (EOS) (Birch, 1978) and compared with experimen-
taldata (in the case of corundum) and PIB results (Tables
2 and 3). The values of the zero-pressure volume (V) for
corundum match the experimental value of d'Amour et

Tlar-e 2. Equation of state parameters for corundum R3c

EXP- PrB (KSr- LAPW1 LAPW2

1 .55
1 .55

1 .55
1 .55

2 x 2 x 2
4 x 4 x 4

Note: units lot Vo, l<o,and K'l arc A", Gpa, and GPa-1, respectively.
Prime denotes pressure derivative. % is the volume for one formula unit.' Data from d'Amour et al. (1978).

-- Data from Cynn et al. (1990).

Note: prime denotes pressure derivative. % is the volume for one formula
unit

- cynn et al. (1990).

al. ( I 978) well, being within abott 2o/o, and thermal cor-
rections would give fortuitously perfect agreement. The
bulk moduli are also in excellent agreement with adia-
batic values determined by means of ultrasonic methods.
Gieske and Barsch (1968) and Goto et al. (1989) both
gave values of K, : 254 GPa at ambient pressure and
temperature, and Chung and Simmons (1968) gave K. :
257 GPa at I atm and 4.2 K, matching our value. Figure
I shows the relationship between internal energy and vol-
ume per formula unit of AlrO3 using a fourth-order fit to
the Birch-Murnaghan equation for the LAPW2 data. The
maximum errors in these fits are approximately I x l0-3
eV for corundum and 2 x l0 6 eV for RhrO.(II), ap-
proximately the same as the estimated computational er-
ror in our calculations.

Figure 2 shows the equations of state for the two struc-
tures. The high-pressure results ofJephcoat et al. (1988)
are nonhydrostatic and show a curvature that neither is
parallel to either of the EOS curves, nor matches the low-
pressure experimental data points. As they discussed, that

\.---*---*--
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Volume (45)

Fig. l. LAPW2 internal energy as a function of volume per
formula unit of Alror. The phase transition occurs at the com-
mon tangent of the two curves.
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Fit order
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K
KL
K(

3 3
41.56 41.79

356 262
3.93 3.87 5030

-83
42.65

254
4.3

4 3 4
41.74 41 .80 4't.79

262 257 257
4.29 4.01 4.05

-0.030 -0.016
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TaBLE 4, Phase transition data
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Fig. 2. Pressure vs. volume calculated from fourth-order
Birch-Murnaghan equations of state for LAPW2 dara. Symbols
represent the experimental data for corundum: crosses : Jeph-
coat et al. (1988), open circles : Richet et al. (1988), x : d'A-
mour et al. (1978). Note that the data from Jephcoat et al. are
nonhydrostatic and the data from Richet et al. are quasi-hydro-
statrc.

experiment was not designed to give an accurate equation
ofstate; rather, they wished to search for a phase transi-
tron.

By calculating the enthalpy (E + Pn of the phases, we
find the pressure at which a first-order phase transition
occurs at low temperatures. Comparison of enthalpy were
made for corresponding EOS fits for both sets of calcu-
lations, and the results are given in Table 4. Errors were
estimated by changing the Rh,Or(II) energies by +2 mRy
pfu and recalculating the EOS and transition pressures.
The LAPWI transition pressures are 86 GPa for both
third- and fourth-order Birch-Murnaghan fits to the data,
whereas the third- and fourth-order LAPW2 fits both give
9l GPa. Free AlrO, is therefore unlikely to be in the form
of corundum in the deep lower mantle, although AlrO.
is probably not sumciently abundant to give an observ-
able seismological signal. Both sets of calculations give
transition pressures higher than the PIB (KS) value of 62
GPa. These results again support the Kohn-Sham kinetic
energy as being more accurate in the PIB ionic model for
determinations of phase transitions than the Thomas-
Fermi kinetic energy (Isaak et al., 1990). Estimates of the
change in volume are comparable with the ionic calcu-
lations, near -2o/o. A similar phase transition was ob-
served in a sample of RhrO. that was quenched at 1200-
1500 "C and 6.5 GPa by Shannon and Prewitt (1970) that
also had a AV of -2o/o.

The AlOu octahedra are quite regular in the corundum
structure, with Al-O distances at zero pressure of 1.86

Third-order fit Fourth-order fit

8 6 + 6
-2.25

o
o_
(J-1oo
o
L

f
o
a
q)
L

o_

Pressure (GPa)
^v (v"l

Pressure (GPa)
AV (o/")

Pressure (GPa)
^v(%)

PIB (KS)-

62
-2.3

LAPWl
8 6 + 6
-2 .15

LAPW2
9 1  + 6
- 2 . 1 6

9 1  + 6
-2 .17

0

. Cynn et al. (1990)

and 1.97 A, with Al on the threefold symmetry axis. By
comparison, the octahedra in the RhrO.(II) structure are
rather deformed, with six Al-O distances ranging from
1.83 to 2.05 Aand no symmetry at the Al site. Therefore
the two fluorescence bands in ruby should split in
RhrO3GI). However, at. gs,gapascal pressures, the splitting
is unlikely to be resolved. Rather, one would expect a
change in the shape ofthe bands, and the peak position
would likely change at the transition at a given pressure.
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